From:
Burzynski, Mark J. <Mark.Burzynski@ds-s.com>
Sent:
Tuesday, June 07, 2016 9:50 PM
To: Holonich, Joseph
Subject: [External_Sender] June 7th CCF Meeting Follow-up
Attachments: SRM-SECY-93-087 w MJB Notes.pdf; BTP 7-19 R6 w MJB Notes.pdf; BTP 7-19
R5 w MJB Notes.pdf; SRP 7 BTP HICB-19 R4 w MJB Notes.pdf
Dear Joe,
During the meeting today, Sushil Birla asked for some perspectives on what is seen as policy issues
affecting SRM-SECY-93-087 and what are some other issues that could be addressed without a policy
change. I have attached document markups that will help illustrate the two areas where changes should
be made. The notes suggest where updates to SRM-SECY-93-087 would be helpful to reinforce the
needed improvements. The notes for BTP 7-19 R6 point to the problem area and suggest the changes
that are needed. I have also included annotated copies of prior version of BTP 7-19 to show where
significant departures were introduced.
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